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Love Notes Courier Corporation
Simple but powerful, Journal Buddies is no ordinary journal.
It is an invitation to experience a journaling adventure and
to expand creativity and express feelings. It is an
opportunity to strengthen self-esteem, build healthy
relationships and create a positive outlook on life. It is a
unique journal created with the help of important people in
life, such as friends, parents, teachers, family members, etc.
The "Write" Way Mathematics Journal Prompts & More, Gr. 3-4 Julie
Coraccio
The perfect way to travel the countryside, store your most cherished
memories and remember all of life's journeys with this easy-to-fill-in format.
Each of our journals is complete with thoughtful prompts true to the Journals
Unlimited style. Camping, The Camper's Journal is formatted with prompts
you can record all your amazing camping excursions in style with your own
outdoor journal. This Camping Journal formatted with prompts including:
-Large size 8.5" x 11" soft cover paperback with 150 pages to record
information like campground name, dates, site number and location. -Easy
To Fill-In, Prompted Format -A weather scale. -Each page features writing
prompts. -Various space to write about favorite vacation memories, best
camping recipes as well as a spot to include a daily photograph or drawing.
Camping Journals make great for: -Father's day gift -Birthday gift -Traveler's
giftGifts for Campers -Gifts for RV Lovers & Camping Enthusiasts -Camping
Activity Books for Boys, Girls, Kids & Families -Camping Log Book &
Planner
366 Days of Writing and Reflection on the Art of Living CRDG
Wear just 33 items for 3 months and get back all the JOY you were
missing while you were worrying what to wear. In Project 333,
minimalist expert and author of Soulful Simplicity Courtney Carver
takes a new approach to living simply--starting with your wardrobe.
Project 333 promises that not only can you survive with just 33 items
in your closet for 3 months, but you'll thrive just like the thousands
of woman who have taken on the challenge and never looked back.
Let the de-cluttering begin! Ever ask yourself how many of the items
in your closet you actually wear? In search of a way to pare down on
her expensive shopping habit, consistent lack of satisfaction with her
purchases, and ever-growing closet, Carver created Project 333. In
this book, she guides readers through their closets item-by-item,
sifting through all the emotional baggage associated with those oh-so
strappy high-heel sandals that cost a fortune but destroy your feet
every time you walk more than a few steps to that extensive
collection of never-worn little black dresses, to locate the items that
actually look and feel like you. As Carver reveals in this book, once
we finally release ourselves from the cyclical nature of consumerism

and focus less on our shoes and more on our self-care, we not only
look great we feel great-- and we can see a clear path to make other
important changes in our lives that reach far beyond our closets.
With tips, solutions, and a closet-full of inspiration, this life-changing
minimalist manual shows readers that we are so much more than
what we wear, and that who we are and what we have is so much
more than enough.
Reclaim Time, Money, Sanity and Resources CRDG
Write your own stories and wake up every day with those idea wrote
the night before in this journal to make a change with this unique
writing prompts, you'll have no trouble kicking your imagination into
high gear and spread postive all round the placeEach story starter
consists of:1-2 short sentences to boost imagination.Large text for easy
reading.Leave writer's block.Perfectly sized at 6 x 9 inches.blank-page
and preserve your legacy
October Daily Journal Writing Prompts Penguin
What if there are people, just like some
flowers, who require the dark to bloom? When we
are plunged into the dark and difficult times
in life, one of three things can happen next:
the darkness can destroy us; it can leave us
relatively unchanged; or it can help to
transform us. In this hope-inspiring guide,
clinical psychologist, Michelle Pearce, PhD,
provides practical tools and wisdom for
transforming and thriving in adversity and
loss. Just as some flowers require the dark to
bloom, there are some people who do their best
growing and becoming during dark and
challenging times. With a compassionate voice,
Pearce shares her clinical expertise, her own
journey through the dark, and inspiring stories
of other Night Bloomers to help individuals
learn how to heal and transform their lives not
in spite of their difficult times, but because
of them. “Reading Night Bloomers is like having
a dear friend right alongside you for support
when most needed. Through stories, strategies,
and writing prompts, Pearce provides powerful
tools for building resilience, confidence, and
joy. She reminds us that like plants, we don’t
bloom just once, as she gently, masterfully
paves a path for us to enjoy a lifetime of
growing and blossoming. A ‘must-read’ for
anyone seeking some light in the darkness.”
--Caroline Welch, CEO and cofounder of the
Mindsight Institute and author of The Gift of
Presence “A gem of a book! Michelle Pearce has
written an enlightening guide for anyone trying
to find the path through a dark time in life.
Through the wisdom gleaned from psychological
research and practice and the lessons learned
from her own personal encounter with pain and
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loss, Pearce points the way to growth and
transformation when hope is in short supply.
Down-to-earth, compassionate, and inspirational,
Night Bloomers should be on everyone's
bookshelf.” --Kenneth I. Pargament, Ph. D.
author of Spiritually Integrated Psychotherapy
“Dr. Pearce’s Night Bloomers is an essential
guide on how to shift your perspective to find
meaning in the mess that accompanies the crises
in our lives. Filled with practical wisdom and
easy to follow exercises, this book is sure to
serve as a roadmap through and out of the
darkness for all who find themselves on the
journey of transformation.” --Michelle Bailey,
MD, author of Parenting Your Stressed Child
“Michelle Pearce, Ph.D. is uniquely qualified to
teach readers how to thrive in the face of grief
in a way that captivates and illuminates. Night
Bloomers is a therapeutic tool for healing based
upon the transformative power of rewriting our
stories of loss. Night Bloomers inspires readers
to use sorrow as the soil in which to grow
something beautiful.” --Laura J. Oliver, author
of The Story Within “In Night Bloomers, Dr.
Pearce offers a very practical, evidence based,
journaling approach to productively cope with
the challenges of adversity. She uses her own
personal adversity story and professional
experiences as a psychologist to clearly outline
steps and strategies to transform difficulties
into transformation towards healing and
resilience. A must read for many trying to find
a way out of the dark night of the soul and into
some much needed light.” --Thomas G. Plante,
Ph.D., ABPP, Professor and Director, Applied
Spirituality Institute, Santa Clara University
“Deeply insightful, heartfelt, practical, and
wise. Night Bloomers is an indispensable
resource for anyone who needs healing. Pearce
does an eloquent and powerful job shifting our
perspective on adversity and equipping us with
the necessary tools to bloom in the dark. Anyone
who has been through loss, grief, or times of
adversity—or loves people who have—needs to read
this book.” --Harold G. Koenig, M.D., Professor
of Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences, Duke
University Medical Center, Durham, North
Carolina “Night Bloomers shows how an
intentional change in perspective and use of
expressive writing exercises can bring hope and
light, not at the end, but right in the middle
of a dark tunnel. Night Bloomers is a sorely
needed bright spot showing us the way to a
happier, more hopeful life ahead. --Holly G.
Prigerson, PhD, Professor of Sociology in
Medicine and Director, Cornell Center for
Research on End-of-Life Care, Weill Cornell
Medicine “Reading Night Bloomers is like having
tea with your wisest, most loving friend who
asks you tough questions with love and makes you
think more deeply about every difficult
experience. From celebrating failures on purpose
to knowing when to stop looking for more growth
and just move on, this book is the perfect
companion to shed wisdom and light on those dark
nights of the soul.” --Maggie Reyes, host of The
Marriage Life Coach Podcast and author of The

Questions for Couples Journal “A masterful guide
for those wrestling with difficult situations.
Not only does Dr. Pearce talk the talk, she has
walked the walk. Her sincerity and deep
knowledge of the topic are evident in every
chapter. Her techniques allow you to change the
lens when viewing your situation and gives you
tools so you can ‘bloom’.” --Mary Lynn
McPherson, PharmD, MA, MDE, BCPS, CPE, Professor
and Executive Director, Advanced Post-Graduate
Education in Palliative Care, Department of
Pharmacy Practice and Science, University of
Maryland School of Pharmacy
Vintage
Do you want to reconnect with your sense of who
you are and what matters most to you? Could you
benefit from a daily dose of reflection and
self-connection? The Year of You for Mothers is
your opportunity to spend a few minutes with
yourself each day. As well as reflecting on
your parenting experience, you’ll also maintain
(or regain) that important connection with the
areas of your life that can get pushed aside by
the daily whirlwind of parenting. Inside,
you’ll find 365 daily journaling prompts that
will make you think about a specific aspect of
your life and your parenting experience,
including identity, purpose and meaning,
community, money, health, and more. Whether
you're new to journaling or have enjoyed a
reflective writing practice for some time, The
Year of You for Mothers offers a wealth of
inspiration that will deepen your understanding
and awareness of yourself as a mother and an
individual.

Deluxe Edition Penguin
A devastating vision of the Holocaust and
the unfillable emptiness it left in the
lives of those who passed through it.
To Sleep, Perchance to Dream Teacher Created
Resources
Do you wonder about your chakras? Does the
energy around you feel stuck, stagnant or
negative? How well are you aware of your
intuition and follow its guidance? Have you
found yourself taking on other people’s
feelings, emotions and more? Ready to clear
energetic clutter and have your space, home,
mind and heart feel good? Get control of your
clutter so your clutter doesn’t control you.
Reclaim time, money, sanity, and resources. Got
Clutter? 365 Journal Prompts support you in
clearing your energetic clutter. Julie
Coraccio’s definition of clutter is this:
Clutter is anything that prevents you from
creating the life you choose, deserve, and
desire. When is energetic clutter keeping you
stuck? How can regularly accessing your
intuition support you? Awareness + Action =
Change. When you become aware of your clutter
then you can take action to release it. You may
not even be aware of the energetic clutter you
have in your life. Free Gift to Clear Clutter.
Send a copy of your book purchase receipt to
Julie@reawakenyourbrilliance.com for more
information. Control your clutter instead of
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your clutter controlling you. How much of your
space and personal energy does clutter control?
Journaling helps you access your deepest
knowledge. Receive step-by-step guidance along
with examples how to move forward and take
action to make real changes in your life. Stop
Being Afraid. How has your fear prevented you
from enjoying life? Learn how to clear your
energetic clutter, which will support you in
clearing clutter in other areas of your life.
Gain Clarity. Have you found yourself or your
space feeling not quite right? Clearing your
energetic clutter allows you to focus on being
clear and in touch with your inner most wisdom.
Honor your pace. The prompts aren’t dated or
numbered so you can do the workbook to fit your
lifestyle and schedule. You’ve Got This. Are you
worried you can’t do it alone? Know that you can
declutter your health. Even if you have never
done this work before, it’s within your
abilities. Don’t sell yourself short and
underestimate what you can accomplish. Start
today! Isn’t it time you took the first step to
release energetic clutter and reclaim your life?
The present moment is your point of power to
change. Julie Coraccio is a professional life
organizer, author, certified life coach and the
host of the popular podcast and YouTube series
Clear Your Clutter Inside & Out. Check out all
of Julie’s Got Clutter? 365 Journal Prompts
books to clear clutter in your life and her
Clear Your Clutter Inside & Out book.
Self-Care Hannah Braime
From the team that brought you The Obstacle Is the
Way and Ego Is the Enemy, a beautiful daily
devotional of Stoic meditations—an instant Wall
Street Journal and USA Today Bestseller. Why have
history's greatest minds—from George Washington to
Frederick the Great to Ralph Waldo Emerson, along
with today's top performers from Super Bowl-winning
football coaches to CEOs and celebrities—embraced
the wisdom of the ancient Stoics? Because they
realize that the most valuable wisdom is timeless
and that philosophy is for living a better life,
not a classroom exercise. The Daily Stoic offers
366 days of Stoic insights and exercises, featuring
all-new translations from the Emperor Marcus
Aurelius, the playwright Seneca, or slave-turned-
philosopher Epictetus, as well as lesser-known
luminaries like Zeno, Cleanthes, and Musonius
Rufus. Every day of the year you'll find one of
their pithy, powerful quotations, as well as
historical anecdotes, provocative commentary, and a
helpful glossary of Greek terms. By following these
teachings over the course of a year (and, indeed,
for years to come) you'll find the serenity, self-
knowledge, and resilience you need to live well.
Camping Diary: RV Camping Journal, Perfect Camping
Gift for Campers with 150 Pages of Writing Prompts,
Camp Log, (Camping Accessories, Camping Gear,
Traveler's Journal) Night Camping Cover Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
If you are looking to integrate a habit of
gratitude into your daily life, you can begin with
this easy one month gratitude journal. By spending
just five minutes every morning to start your day,
and five minutes every evening to close out your
night, you will easily be able to fit this practice
into your busy life. You'll love this book,
because: Simple questions are perfect for beginners

to self-mastery The prompts help to guide you on
your journey of gratitude. It only takes 5 minutes
in the morning and evening to bring gratitude into
your whole day. The exercises are designed
especially to start and end your day in harmony,
which can be added to a mediation practice. There
are weekly check-ins to keep you motivated and
reaching your full potential. At 6x9", it's the
perfect size to keep on a bed stand or fit into any
purse or bag. There are extra pages each day to take
your own notes and express your own creativity. It
makes a great gift or stocking stuffer for loved
ones. Get into the holiday spirit by incorporating
gratitude into your everyday life. Find deep wells
of happiness and contentment by being grateful for
your life. Show your love and appreciation for those
around you by bringing a practice of gratefulness
into your relationships. By taking a few minutes out
of your day to be mindful about what you are
thankful for helps to calm your mind and heart.
Cultivate mindfulness and happiness with this
thoughtful journal. Scroll up and click purchase to
start your journey.

The "Write" Way Mathematics Journal Prompts &
More, Gr. 5-6 Julie Coraccio
This guided journal encourages the cultivation
of mindfulness and general well-being amid a
busy modern lifestyle. Self-Care: A Day and
Night Reflection Journal offers a space to
commit to your self-care routine with intention
and dedication—helping you develop positive
thinking, overcome challenging and stressful
experiences and negative emotions, and
cultivate a general sense of well-being and a
healthy lifestyle. This 90-day journal gives
you a path to creating a habit of regular self-
care that you can carry with you throughout
your life. Immersed in your busy day-to-day
activities, it’s easy to forget to focus on the
present and what’s most important. This journal
provides a place to record your thoughts and
activities and consider how they affect your
emotional and physical health. The journal is
intended for those who want to foster deep
reflection as well as for those who simply want
to take better care of themselves. Having
filled the journal with positive thoughts and
routines, you will end up with a personal trove
of wonderful reflections, which can be a source
of positive inspiration at any time. Filled
with delicate illustrations, this 90-day
journal will help you integrate self-care and
deep reflection into your life. Its 184 lined,
acid-free pages made from archival paper take
both pen and pencil nicely, and the back pocket
is perfect for holding mementos.
Reclaim Time, Money, Sanity & Resources
Scholastic Inc.
Can’t find what you need when you need it? Are
you often overwhelmed or anxious? Do you speak
kindly or critically to yourself? How are you
not honoring yourself? Ready to release stress
and embrace tranquility? Get control of your
clutter so your mental, physical, spiritual and
emotional clutter doesn’t control you. Reclaim
time, money, sanity, and resources. Got
Clutter? 365 Journal Promptssupport you in
clearing your clutter physically, mentally,
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emotionally and spiritually. Julie Coraccio’s
definition of clutter is this: Clutter is
anything that prevents you from creating the
life you choose, deserve, and desire. When you
clear your clutter you can share your gifts with
the world. What talents will you discover?
Awareness + Action = Change. When you become
aware of your clutter then you can take action
to release it. You may not even be aware of the
all the clutter you have in your life. FREE GIFT
WITH PURCHASE. Control your clutter instead of
your clutter controlling you. How much of your
life does clutter control? Journaling helps you
access your deepest knowledge. Receive step-by-
step guidance along with examples on how to move
forward and take action to make real changes in
your life. Stop Being Afraid. How has your fear
prevented you from living your life to the
fullest? Learn how to clear your physical,
mental, emotional, and spiritual clutter, which
will support you in clearing clutter in other
areas of your life. Gain Clarity. Are you tired
of being anxious, overwhelmed, and exhausted
most of the time? Clearing your physical,
mental, emotional, and spiritual clutter allows
you to focus on what’s most important in your
life. Honor your pace. The prompts aren’t dated
or numbered so you can do the workbook to fit
your lifestyle and schedule. You’ve Got This.
Are you worried you can’t do it alone? Know that
you can declutter your life. Even if you have
never done this work before, it’s within your
abilities. Don’t sell yourself short and
underestimate what you can accomplish. Start
today! Isn’t it time you took the first step to
release clutter and reclaim your life? The
present moment is your point of power to change.
Julie Coraccio is a professional life organizer,
author, certified life coach and the host of the
popular podcast and YouTube series Clear Your
Clutter Inside & Out. Check out all of Julie’s
Got Clutter? 365 Journal Prompts and Clear Your
Clutter Inside & Out books to clear the clutter
in your life.
A Month of Gratitude Teacher Created Resources
Journaling is basically the act of recording your
thoughts and feelings by jotting them down on a
daily basis. This art has been around for hundreds
of years now, and has been used by most people as a
means to relieve stress and express themselves. One
of the most popular journals is that one by Samuel
Pepys, a naval administrator in the 1600’s who made
it a point to write down what happened in his
lifetime—from his personal feelings, to important
events that not only affected him, but affected the
world, as well. These events include the Anglo-
Dutch War, the Restoration of the English Monarchy,
and even the Great Fire and the Great Plague of
London. Now, a library in Cambridge is named after
him.
500 Writing Prompts for Fiction, Journaling,
Blogging, and Creative Writing Julie Coraccio
Discover the Ultimate Self-Healing Tool! Journaling
Power teaches you how to put the best holistic self-
healing tool right at your fingertips - journaling.
Through Mari L. McCarthy's moving personal story,
you'll discover how pen-to-paper journaling can
lead to self-growth and life-changing
transformation. You'll also learn that numerous

medical studies prove journaling unleashes an
internal healing agent that literally gives you the
power to... - Reduce stress and physical pain -
Overcome life challenges - Heal emotional wounds -
Resolve inner conflicts and gain a deeper
understanding of your true self - Conquer limiting
beliefs and fears that have held you back - Create
the life you want from the inside out "In this book,
Mari reveals the full power of journaling, not only
for people who have an illness, but for anyone,
actually, who simply wants to unlock their personal
creativity or find some more meaning and purpose in
their life. A really excellent book that I will
gladly recommend to others!" David R Hamilton PhD,
author of How Your Mind Can Heal Your Body "I
believe in the transformational power of journaling
and have incorporated the practice in my life for
many years. Journaling Power reminds us of the
healing potential that lies within and the
responsibility we have to take control of our own
well-being." Donna Gates, M.Ed., ABAAHP - best-
selling author of The Body Ecology Diet: Recovering
Your Health and Rebuilding Your Immunity

All about Me CRDG
Make your Camping experiences last forever
Record all your adventures and memories with
this fun and useful vacation journal. Record
all your adventures and memories with this
fun and useful camping journal. This book is
great for kids or adults to capture the
memories and little details that make
travelling so special. Perfect for making
your own vacation memory book so you'll
never forget your trip. Your travel journal
comes with a brilliant glossy softback cover
that is easy to pack and wipe clean.
Containing over 100 pages with writing
prompts where you can record: Date,
Location/Activity, Weather, People, Distance
Travelled, Map of
Location/Area/Reconnaissance, Things Seen or
Discovered, Food Eaten, What I Learnt, Made
Me Laugh, Thankful For, I Want To, Notes,
Memories/Diary/Log. Click on the cover to
see for yourself with the Look Inside
feature. With half-page spaces for you to
draw a Map of Location/Area/Reconnaissance
and Drawing/Observation Sketch, this journal
is just what you need. Each entry has 4
pages for you to record your travel details
with helpful symbols to prompt you.
Recording the weather is as easy as circling
the relevant icon. We've even included a
page at the back so you can make your own
Index and write down that all important
Packing List! Large 8.5x11 inch format. And
forget boring white paper, this journal
comes with vintage-style cream colored paper
- perfect for explorers. Great for summer
camp, family camping, hiking in the hills,
road trips or even backyard sleepovers. With
its custom page design this is the ideal
journal to keep the kids entertained as they
log their adventures or for adults who want
to record their vacation memories in style.
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Order your copy and start recording your
awesome travels and experiences now.
Notebook Diary with Writing Prompts for
Thoughts That Keep You Awake at Night
Publisher s21017
This Question Journal with Writing Prompts
is the perfect journal for someone who wants
a guided experience to journaling. With over
a 100 questions, you will be prompted to
think deeply and reflect on your life and
your experiences. You will be guided into
thinking about what you want your future to
look like. This writing prompt journal makes
a great journal for yourself or for a
friend. Pick one up today! Features:
Beautiful, Cover Design Compact 6" x 9" Size
101 Pages and Over 100 Questions to
Encourage Deep Reflection To see more
journals, notebooks, and planners like this,
click on the author's name below the title
of this book.
Got Clutter? 365 Journal Prompts Physical,
Mental, Emotional and Spiritual Volume 1
Mandala Publishing
Take a trip down memory lane with prompts
for both of you to remember why, when and
how you fell in love. Then continue
throughout the year with noticing and diving
into what you still love and admire in your
partner. Use this journal for couples to
help strengthen your relationship and plan
fun outings. Contains 52 weeks of prompts,
date nite ideas and weekend getaways
planning pages.
501 Writing Prompts Aspirify, Inc
Dream Journal - Makes for a Perfect Gift or for
Personal Use This dream and memory notebook and
journal is perfect for anyone that wants to start
documenting their dreams, what they think of when
they sleep, and also how it makes them feel. Dreams
can have a lot of meanings and one of the best ways
to better understand these meanings, is to write
down what you dreamt about during the night. This
dream book and journal is also a great item for
anyone looking to purchase a gift for the person
that seems to have everything. What makes this
dream journal and note book unique is the fun and
colorful design on the front and back covers --
while also having fun and creative writing prompts
inside the book as well! SIZE: 6X9 PAPER: White
Paper with Lines and Writing Prompts PAGES: 109
Pages COVER: Soft Cover (Matte) Limited Time Offer
- only $7.97! Perfect for sketching, memories or
documenting sleep patterns Printed on high quality
interior stock paper Premium matte finish cover
with amazing art work Grab two copies and keep one
for yourself and give one to a friend Order your
copy today!

Mint Boho Antler Love You 52 Week Journal
Prompts Book with Date Night and Weekend
Getaway Planner S. A. M. Richards
BEST GIFT IDEA 2018 - SPECIAL PRICE-
Normally $16.95 (WHILE STOCKS LAST )
Creative Writing Prompts Are you ready for
new challenges guaranteed to help you

improve your creativity, writing and
conceptual skills in just a few short hours?
With 365 creative writing prompts, you can.
Remove yourself from your comfort zone, and
start to explore the unchartered paths to
finding new and improved writing styles to
benefit you. 365 creative writing prompts is
guaranteed to be the perfect writing
companion. New Creative Writing Prompts
Night Time in the City: All-In-one Agenda
Journal Writing Prompts for the Book Lover
8. 5 X 8. 5 CRDG
"This eBook features 501 sample writing
prompts that are designed to help you
improve your writing and gain the necessary
writing skills needed to ace essay exams.
Build your essay-writing confidence fast
with 501 Writing Prompts!" --
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